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The music of Chromaticus has been hailed as, "A dreamlike soundscape of peaceful, calming, soothing,

and healing tones unlike anything else in its genre." Experience the music that is sweeping the globe. 12

MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, ELECTRONIC: Soundscapes Details: And it became clear to

Chromaticus that there was a great void in the musical heart of all mankind. There was music for the

dance, there was music for rage, and all too many songs of lost love. Music combined of both pleasing

melodic and harmonic structure yet adorned with the forefront of sonic innovation seemed to be but rare

glimmers in the misty bog of commercialized music. The technology with which to create such music was

certainly not the opposing factor. In true an infinite abundance of untapped sonic tools and instruments

seemed to graze aimlessly in a pasture of befuddlement awaiting their chance to harnessed as the true

gifts of limitless healing power they were invented to be. And so it came to pass, Chromaticus set forth

and proclaimed, "for the infant who cannot find rest, for the worker whom must find sleep at night, for the

savage beast that must be soothed, and for all whom seek the healing power of this music, it shall be!"

And the lightning struck as the gap between the elements of ancient and futuristic music was closed

forever. There was a brief pause of complete silence just before the first note of this ancient future bathed

the earth in a liquid like cocoon of peaceful tranquility. And Chromaticus set forth upon this new path

vowing to bring the healing gifts of music to all those who desired and sought it with these three simple

words of solidarity, "It has begun." Now enter into your own personal peaceful paradise with the music

of... CHROMATICUS
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